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Abstract: Managing research data and preparing it for long term archiving at a research data center is a time-consuming, repetitive and error-prone process without obvious rewards or incentives. To address these challenges, we aim for the integration of a standard data management tool into one of the research data centers of the German Network of Educational Research Data. The goal is to improve workflows for both, data donors and curators and to explore transferable solutions that allow researchers and curators to work on the same platform when entering and editing metadata.
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1 Background and Motivation

Ever since research data management has become a core element of research projects across disciplines, the need for efficient workflows for donation and curation processes is on the increase. This is also true for the educational (technology) research communities [1], [2] and respective research data centers (RDCs) in Germany, such as those within the German Network of Educational Research Data (GNERD). A key objective of these RDCs is to develop and offer a research data infrastructure to process different types of data and metadata originating from educational research. However, data donation and curation processes usually require extensive effort to reach maturity (see, e.g., [3], [4]), resulting in multiple months of repetitive work for both, researchers and curators to enter, re-enter, verify, and double-check data and metadata. This high-threshold, unrewarded process is one of the well-known obstacles preventing researchers from donating data [5].

The motivation of the present work regards the delivery of research data management infrastructure within the GNERD. We aim at improving data donation and curation workflows of RDCs by exploring new tools, plugins, and interfaces for the exchange of data while ensuring interoperability. So the goal is to enhance the data donation process and the workload for the collection and curation of research data. This exploration and vision is transferable to other RDCs and disciplines.

2 Current Challenges among Donation and Curation Processes

Despite the availability of tools and other resources for the management and publication of research data (e.g., GitHub, OSF, Zenodo, DMPTool), the donation of research
data to one of the GNERD RDCs requires an extensive effort. This is mostly due to the fact that the RDCs require researchers to submit a rich set of metadata along with their actual research data. In addition, a technical report addressing the data collection and analysis is required. This is unfortunate due to several reasons. One of them is that researchers may have already collected all metadata within another data management tool that does not support the export in a format desired by certain RDCs. Hence, researchers have to repeat entering all metadata into another system with another metadata scheme, which results in an extensive, and error-prone process for both, researchers and curators. In addition, the effort remains unrecognized within the community [1], [2].

3 A Vision of New Workflows

Abandoning FAIR [6] and Open Data practices, however, is not an option. Therefore, we are exploring new ways to enable research data management for the community. As part of this process, we are exploring existing tools such as the Research Data Management Organiser (RDMO) with the goal of connecting it to one of GNERDs’ RDCs. This way, researchers can manage their data during a project or study and have the data ready for export to an RDC as soon as the project ends, thereby supporting its full life cycle. Yet another advantage is the low threshold for researchers to donate data, thereby opening up options to provide metadata before concluding a research study.

In order to achieve these goals and long-term archiving, we have to integrate the RDC’s internal data structure into an available data management tool. This is how both the management of research data for researchers and the curation of the data can be conducted via that same tool and user interface. Thus, metadata only needs to be entered once. At the same time, we want to use the same tool for the management of controlled vocabularies to simplify workflows.

Fortunately, tools like RDMO are available open source [7]. It offers support to researchers as it collects and structures metadata of research projects in the form of data management plans and so-called surveys. Moreover, a tool like RDMO offers machine actionable export options, and thus basic interoperability, e.g., for the exchange of data between researchers and an RDC.

As a first step towards this interoperability, we used existing code that generates machine actionable data management plans as a template [8]. We then adapted the structure and metadata scheme of the generated JSON file to represent those of the GNERD. Figure 1 contains an excerpt of such a newly generated JSON file with the GNERD’s metadata scheme for projects. The next step was to map and align RDMO’s standard data management plan with the metadata fields required by the GNERD.

One of our current challenges is related to the presentation of controlled vocabularies within RDMO so that curators at RDCs can also start working with RDMO. First of all, the list of available terms is extensive. So we decided to retrieve the basic controlled vocabularies and its terms from one of our APIs. Controlled vocabularies with multiple hierarchy levels are still work in progress, as their display in RDMO’s GUI has to be determined. Another challenge is the mapping of all available vocabularies to the those of RDMO’s standard data management plan.
4 Conclusion

So far, adapting and extending RDMO’s export options for the integration into the RDC seems promising. It proves RDMO’s interoperability and its potential for a more efficient data management, donation, and curation in the educational (technology) research community. We will continue to pursue the goal of achieving a more efficient, and low-threshold data management, donation, and curation process where researchers and curators can operate on the same platform instead of multiple ones, while still providing the flexibility for each RDC to provide and gather the metadata they need. This new workflow can also avoid the error-prone re-entering of metadata within multiple tools or platforms. RDMO seems to be one of the tools that could be used for that purpose, and thus help to efficiently prepare research data and metadata for long-term archiving and secondary research.
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